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Transport in Hamiltonian systems is approached on the basis of the unstable periodic orbits (UPOs) embedded in the
chaotic region. Correlation functions and diffusion rates are defined for UP0 ensembles of two-dimensional periodic maps.
Global diffusion in these maps is interpreted in terms of the ensembles %r, containing all the UPOs of period T: as T-, co,
the relative populations of closed orbits and accelerator modes in @r approach a Gaussian distribution, characterized by the
diffusion coefficient D. Evidence for the validity of this mechanism is provided for the cat and sawtooth maps, Prime-lattice
ensembles of the cat maps appear to be optimal in reproducing the global diffusion. These ensembles are, generically, small
subsets of @r for some T. It is shown, however, that the corresponding diffusion rates assume, for Todd, precisely the known
value of D in the entire time interval t I T. For T even, all orbits are closed, and D is reproduced only in the interval t s 1 T.
The diffusion rates associated with ensembles @r of the sawtooth maps appear to approximate well the value of D if T is of
the order of the diffusion time. The case of local transport rates, associated with ensembles that are localized in phase space, is
illustrated.

1. Inlmduction
The problem of transport due to chaos in
Hamiltonian systems is of major interest in a
variety of physical applications, e.g. celestial mechanics, stochastic ionization, atoms in magnetic
fields, chemical reactions, particle loss from accelerators, and plasma cominement in nuclear fusion
devices. Clearly, the problem is also a fundamental one from several aspects. Thus, a basic question is to what extent deterministic chaotic motion
exhibits characteristic transport properties, such
as diffusion, of a truly random (or stochastic)
process [l, 21.
During the last decade, much effort [2-141 has
been invested to study this question, mainly
in systems modelled by two-dimensional maps
(p,, x,) --) (p,+,, x,+J, where 1 is the discrete time
variable, and p and x are, respectively, action and
angle variables in a cylindrical phase space. A
problem that has attracted much attention is

whether one has global diffusion in the action as
soon as KAM barriers disappear in the system
[7-lo]. More specifically, given an ensemble 8 of
initial conditions ( pO, x0) in the chaotic region,
one may ask whether its time evolution is governed by a diffusion equation in p, with a diffusion coefficient D given by
D=
D,(t)

lim D,(t),

f’co

= <( Pt - PcJ2w2t.

(1)
(2)

Here ( )8 denotes average over the ensemble 8.
An important first step in verifying the diffusion
is to establish the existence of the limit in (l), and
to calculate its value. Formal analytic expressions
for D may always be written as infInite expansions
in force-force correlations [3, 51. The convergence
of these expansions is, however, far from being
clear. In fact, for typical Hamiltonian systems,
exhibiting an intricate mixture of regular and
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chaotic motions on infinitely many scales of phase
space, correlations usually decay very slowly [5, 61.
This may well exclude the convergence of the
expansions above and the existence of D.
Recently [13], the existence of D has been rigorously proven in the framework of a Markov model
of transport, based on the partition of phase space
into resonances [12]. The relevance of this result,
however, depends strongly on the validity of the
Markov assumption, which is usually hard to justify [14].
Numerical evidence for the existence of D is
provided by iterating a large ensemble d of initial
conditions, and observing the convergence of
D&(t) for t sufficiently large [l, 2, 4-91. It is, of
course, important that d lies entirely within the
chaotic region. This is usually achieved by forming
8 from phase-space points belonging to a long
orbit which is believed to be completely chaotic [5]
(if, e.g., it is started very near a hyperbolic tixed
point). The iteration time t is chosen larger, at
least, than an expected diffusion time t, = l/20.
Then, by increasing the number N of points in
8, one expects to obtain better approximations
D8( t) to D (relative error-statistical uncertainty
= l/fi).
There is a very well known problem with this
method, which, as far as we are aware, has never
been taken properly into consideration. Namely
that, by choosing t too large, the local exponential
instability in the chaotic region may lead to significant deviations of the numerical values of pt in
(2) from the true ones. One may not invoke here
the so-called “shadowing property”, i.e., a numerical (or noisy) orbit remains close to (shadow) a
true orbit for all time. This property is strictly
possessed by uniformly hyperbolic systems [15].
Other systems may possess it only in a limited
form, e.g. for finite time intervals [16]. Its applicability to typical Hamiltonian systems is, however,
an open problem. The claim that the ensemble
average in (2) eliminates, “to some extent”, the
difference between numerical and true orbits may
be supported by empirical observations that
the results do not change much by varying the

machine precision. Clearly, however, such observations may not be regarded as strong and conclusive evidence about the reliability of the results. It
is thus very unclear, in general, to what extent the
numerical values of D8(t) approximate the true
ones for large t.
From a more basic point of view, one should
notice that, besides the very general prescriptions
above, the choice of both 8 and t is quite arbitrary and it is not based on clear dynamical considerations. There appears to be no clear rule, in a
general framework, of how to choose systematically d and t so as to obtain a reliable sequence of
approximants D&(t) to D.
In this paper the problem of transport in
Hamiltonian systems is approached on the basis
of the unstable periodic orbits (UPOs) embedded
in the chaotic region. This approach appears to
solve simultaneously, and in a natural way, the
problems mentioned above. First, the set of all
UPOs is everywhere dense in the chaotic region
[2]; if %‘, is the subset of all the UPOs of period
T, the number of points in %‘, increases with T as
e”‘, where h is the KS or topological entropy. The
ensemble eT may be considered as a “level T”
approximation of the chaotic region*. It is obviously invariant under the map, as the chaotic
region is, and approximates increasingly finer details of the chaotic-region structure as T increases.
This is analogous to the approximation of a KAM
torus by ordered periodic orbits of increasing period [18]. Thus, choosing b= 9,
in (2) and
increasing T, we expect to obtain increasingly
improving approximations DeT( t) to a diffusion
coefficient D (if this exists).
Second, the choice of the time scale t, at the
Tth level of approximation, is automatically restricted to the interval t I T, because of periodicity. The important case t = T is discussed below.
To observe diffusion, one should work at a level
T> t, = l/20,
the diffusion time. The basic com-

*An extensive use of this idea has been made recently in the
case of dissipative systems; see e.g. ref. [17].
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putational difficulty in calculating D, for D small
(e.g. near the critical onset of global diffusion [7,
9]), is then clearly reflected in the exponential
increase of the size of I, as T increases. We give
evidence in this paper, however, that good results
may already be obtained by choosing I as a
small, but “representative enough” subset of ‘8,.
Finally, there exist today several methods
[19-211 for calculating accurately the UPOs. In
particular, all the UPOs of periods not too large
may be extracted with good accuracy from a sufficiently long numerical trajectory [21]. The results
are then numerically reliable.
In section 2 we give the basic definitions of
correlation functions and diffusion rates associated with general UP0 ensembles Q of twodimensional periodic Hamiltonian maps (e.g. the
standard map). These maps exhibit, in general,
unstable periodic accelerator modes (UPAMs) [9].
Recall that for a period T UPAM pT-p0 is a
multiple of the map period in the p direction. A
general UP0 ensemble 4 will consist of both
closed orbits on the cylinder ( pT -pO = 0) and
UPAMs ( pT - p0 f 0). The interesting question is
then:
(Q) Can one find a subset %! of 9,, consisting
of a proper mixture of closed orbits on the cylinder and UPAMs, such that the global diffusion
coefficient D is reproduced accurately by D&t),
for t I T?
If the answer to (Q) is positive, one may consider diffusion as emerging, in general, from a
balance between closed-orbit effects (suppression
of diffusion) and accelerator-mode or ballisticmotion effects (enhancement of diffusion). A particularly interesting case is t = T. In this case,
diffusion can be attributed entirely to the relative
populations of closed orbits and UPAMs in 9. For
%= a,, we conjecture that these populations
should approach, in the limit T + oq a Gaussian
distribution characterized by the diffusion coefficient D. A distinct feature of this mechanism, and
the associated value of D&t = T), is the invariance under canonical transformations preserving
the basic map periodicity.
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Unlike Q,, a general ensemble 4Y may not be
globally distributed in the chaotic region, but
rather localized in some zone of physical interest.
For example, the zone bounded by two low-flux
cantori [lo, 111, the zone near the boundary of an
island or near a separatrix, and the zone between
two overlapping resonances, which is crossed [12,
191 by heteroclinic orbits. The local transport rates
in such a zone may be naturally measured by the
diffusion rates D*(t). In general, one would like
to have measures of local rates in several directions of phase space, especially for the class of
periodic maps we consider, which exhibits a “duality” symmetry in the phase-space variables (see
appendix A). We thus define the correlation functions and diffusion rates relative to both p and x.
In order to illustrate the approach and to investigate question (Q) above, we consider in detail in
this first paper the case of the cat and sawtooth
maps [l, 14, 22-281, corresponding to purely
chaotic systems. When restricted to a toral phase
space, these maps belong to the general class of
toral automorphisms, which have been investigated recently by Percival and Vivaldi (PV) [22],
using arithmetical methods (see also refs. [23, 241,
and appendix B). Unfortunately, the restriction to
a finite, toral phase space is very inconvenient
when studying transport. In section 3 we “open”
the PV theory to the cylinder, by establishing a
link between this theory and the results of Cary
and Meiss [3]. The latter authors have shown that
the cat maps are rigorously diffusive, with the
global diffusion coefficient D having precisely the
“quasilinear” value Dq,. Our main results concern
UP0 ensembles Q on the “prime” toral lattices of
PV. With very few exceptions, all the UPOs on
such a lattice have the same period T [22-241. In
general, however, 5%is only a small subset of Q,.
Nevertheless, it appears to sample the phase space
globally enough, so as to reproduce D in an
optimal way. In fact, we show:
(1) If T is odd, D&t) = D for all t I T, so that
the answer to (Q) in this case is yes!
(2) If T is even, Q contains on@ closed orbits
onthecylinder,and
D,(t)=Dforall
ts$T.
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Properties (1) and (2) appear to be characteristic of prime-lattice ensembles. Thus, for example,
they are usually not featured by ensembles based
on “ideal” sublattices [22-251 of prime lattices or
on superpositions of prime lattices. These properties are evidence for the validity of the basic
mechanism of diffusion (see above) in the case of
prime-lattice ensembles. Explicit numerical evidence for this is also provided.
In section 4 we calculate diffusion rates for the
sawtooth maps, starting from the cat maps and

using the linear-code characterization [27, 281 of
UPOs. This method is free of round-off errors.
Numerical evidence is given that D is well approximated by D,+(T) if T is approximately
equal to the diffusion time t,. Finally, examples
of UP0 ensembles which are localized in phase
space are considered. The local diffusion rates
appear to sense the dynamical structure of the
chaotic zones where the ensembles are localized.
A summary and the conclusions are presented in
section 5.

2. Correlation functions, diffusion rates and global diision

on UP0

ensembles

In this section we give the basic definitions of correlation functions and difl’usion rates associated with
UP0 ensembles of two-dimensional Hamiltonian maps of the form

Here K is a “stochasticity” parameter, and F(x) and G(p) are general antisymmetric periodic functions,
F(-x)
= -F(x),G(-p)=
-G(p), F(x+ 1) =F(x),G(p
+ l)= G(p). The maps (3) are then periodic
in both p and x with period unity. We choose the torus - l/2 I p < l/2, - l/2 I x < l/2 as the basic
unit cell of (3). An example is the standard map with F(x) = sin(2ax)/2~
and G(p) =p for -l/2 sp <
l/2 (a sawtooth function). It is easy to see that this definition of G(p) is physically equivalent to the usual
one (G(p) =p for all p). Other examples, with the same choice of F(x), are G(p) = cos(2~p) [29], and
more general choices of G(p) leading to the problem of reconnection [30].
We then consider the problem of periodicity effects and introduce the basic mechanism of global
diffusion on UPOs (see section 1).
2.1. General de$nitions and properties
Consider an ensemble 4 of R UPOs embedded in the chaotic region of (3), and having periods T,,
r= 1 , . . . , R. By definition, T, is the smallest integer such that
Pt+r,=p~+~,,

Xt+T r =Xf+Xr,

(4)

where P, and X, are some integers. We call the UP0 “closed” in p (x) if P, = 0 (X, = 0). Otherwise, it is
called an “accelerator mode” in p (X, = 0), in x (P, = 0), or in both p and x (P,, X, # 0). In general, &
consists of both closed orbits and accelerator modes. The winding numbers of the UP0 in p and x are
defined by
vp,r=p*/T,,

v,,r=x/T,.

(5)

“Ordered” UPOs, which approximate rotational tori or cantori, are closed in p ( vp,I = 0). Similarly, one
may have ordered UPOs in the p direction with vx,r = 0. This is an aspect of the p-x duality of the maps
(3) (see appendix A).
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We now define the diffusion rates in

p

and x, associated with the ensemble 4, as follows:

%,(t)

= ((P, - P0hzm

(6)

D*,.W

= (bt

(7)

- X&/2~.

Here ( )* denotes average over all points ( pO, x,-J (the “initial conditions”) of the UPOs in 9. This
average is substantially different from that in (2), being taken over an invariant set (all the points in +?!).
Here “invariance” should be understood in the sense of (4), namely modulo the basic unit cell.
The diffusion rates are defined relative to both p and x because of the p-x duality of the maps (3) (see
appendix A). These definitions are especially relevant when considering local transport properties,
associated with UP0 ensembles that are localized in some zone of the chaotic region. Thus, for example,
the quantity De, J r) in (6) is useful for describing the local “ vertical ” diffusion, e.g., in zones close to the
main gaps of rotational cantori [7, lo]. On the other hand, the quantity D*,.(t) in (7) should be useful to
describe the local “‘horizontal” diffusion along the separatrices of resonances. In a situation of “weak”
chaos, e.g., in the subcritical regime where KAM tori exist in large measure, the value of D%,.(t) may be
quite large, because of the relatively large populations of ordered UPOs and x-accelerator modes. At the
same time the value of D*, J t) is expected to be relatively small.
In situations, or in zones of the phase space where it is not clear which of the quantities (6) and (7) is
more appropriate to use, one may use their arithmetic mean value
D,,,,(t)

= t[Dw&)

+D&)]

= if-‘(h-Po)*+

kd’)m

(8)

or their geometric mean value

&,,,(d = [o,,,(t) o,,.(#‘*.

(9)

The quantity (8) gives precisely the diffusion rate- in the phase-space distance from the initial points
( pO, x0). By Cauchy’s inequality one has

The quantities (6) and (7) can be expressed in terms of the correlations of the functions F(x) and G(p)
in (3). We show this for De, J t), omitting the label p in the subscript from now on. The case of D*,,(t) is
quite similar. From (3) we find

(pr-po)*=K*

CF(

[;Lt

.)

XI ]

*=K*

$*(x,)+25!
(j-l)

tc

F(Xj,)F(Xj)

I.

(10)

j=lJj'=j+l
1

Using (lo), the invariance of 4?‘,and the periodicity of F(x), we obtain for (6),

(11)
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where we have introduced the F-correlation

function

A more explicit expression for (12) may be given in terms of F-correlation
in %V.The total number of points in @ is N = C,“=, T,, and we have

functions on individual UPOs

where

is the F-correlation
2.2. Periodicities

function on UP0 r.

and global dijkion

Given a general UP0 ensemble @‘,we define the “period”
T%=lcm{T,},

T* of @ as follows:

(15)

namely T% is the least common multiple (lcm) of all the periods T, in %. It is obvious from (4), (15), (13)
and (14) that one has the periodicity

C&j+

T,) = G,.(d-

(16)

Knowledge of the T* quantities C%,F(j),
T* diffusion rates D&t), t = 1,. . . , T,, by
then express D&t), for t > T,, as a linear
In fact, using (4), (15), and the notation

4&T,)

=sD,(T,) =

$j f $,

j = 0,. . . , T* - 1, is completely equivalent to knowledge of the
the linear and invertible relation (11). Because of (16), one can
combination of the T* basic diffusion rates.
above, we obtain
s= 1,2

,....

(17)

r=l

Thus, in the presence of p-accelerator modes, the diffusion rate grows linearly in time steps of T*
iterations each. On the other hand, if P, = 0 for all r, D&ST*) = 0, and t&(t) is a periodic function of t
with period T,. This behavior of D&t) for t > T* (either in the presence or in the absence of accelerator
modes) will be referred to as the “periodicity” of D&t). Clearly, a diffusion behavior may be observed
only before the periodicity regime, namely in the interval t I T%.
For t I Tw, however, the behavior of D&t) reflects, in general, the periodicity of D&t), where W is
any subset of % with Ts(, < Tw. This periodicity is felt in D&t) in the time interval T@, < t < T*. See the
examples in subsection 3.6. It is then clear that in order to observe the pure effect of chaotic motion in
D&t), for t 2 Tw, all the UPOs in % must have the same period T, = T = T*. Of particular interest is the
ensemble @r, containing all the UPOs of period T and with initial conditions in one basic unit cell of (3).
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This ensemble may be considered as a level T approximation of the chaotic region (see section l), if one
defines this region as the union of all the infinitely long (aperiodic) chaotic orbits. It is then natural to
approach the problem of global diffusion in the system on the basis of the ensemble 4,.
Let R, be the number of UPOs in 4,, and R,(P) (P an integer) the number of UPOs in 4, with
P, = P (see (4)). Global diffusion in the system can be attributed, in a natural way, to the following simple
mechanism: the distribution of the relative populations RT(P)/RT
tends to a Gaussian one as T
increases,
R,(P)/R,=

(4nDT)-“2exp(-P2/4DT),

08)

where D is the global diffusion coefficient. It is easy to verify that eq. (18) guarantees the validity of (1)
with t = T and 6= 4,. Thus, D,+(T) + D as T + co. Clearly, at given T, RT( P) = 0 for P > P, where
the “cutoff’ value F generally increases with T. We expect that eq. (18) should be valid for T large and P
sufficiently below F. In section 3 we give evidence for the validity of this mechanism already for ensembles
% that are small subsets of 9,, but sample the phase space globally enough.

3. Exact results for the cat maps
In this section we obtain exact results concerning the correlation functions and diffusion rates associated
with UP0 lattice ensembles of the cat maps on the cylinder. These maps correspond to purely chaotic
systems, and are special cases of (3) given by
09)

Here K is an integer satisfying )K + 2 1 > 2 #, 2, is x, modulo the interval [ - l/2,1/2),
and similarly for
&+i. If all the variables in (19) were taken modulo the interval [ - l/2,1/2)
(corresponding to a total
phase space), the maps (19) would belong to the general class of toral automorphisms. The latter have been
investigated recently by Percival and Vivaldi (PV) [22], using arithmetical methods (see also refs. [23, 241,
and appendix B). The restriction to a toral phase space is, however, very inconvenient when studying
transport, and is removed here. We do this by establishing a link between the work of PV and that of Cary
and Meiss (CM) [3], who studied the global diffusion in the maps (19). At the same time we obtain new
results concerning the UPOs of (19) on the cylinder.

3.1. Correlation functions for general lattice ensembles of UPOs
We consider here the correlation functions associated with general ensembles of cat-map UPOs, having
initial conditions on a toral lattice
(20)
“This is the condition for (uniform) hyperbolicity of the map. The eigenvalues (B.l) (with k = K + 2) of the stability matrix are
then real, one of them having absolute value larger than 1. If K > 0, the eigenvalues are positive @ure hyperbolicity). If K < - 4, they
are negative (hyperbolicity with reflection). If - 4 s K I 0, the eigenvalues are complex conjugate, and the motion is stable (elliptic).
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Here g is an odd integer *. The lattice (20) is clearly invariant under the map (19) modulo the basic torus.
Therefore, it must correspond to the union of (closed) UPOs on the torus. On the cylinder, these UPOs
may be either closed or accelerator modes, and form an ensemble %. We shall be mainly interested later in
ensembles %?Lthat are subsets of 4?r, T > 1 (see sections 1, 2, and below). Thus, the fixed point (0,O) is
excluded from a’. We then derive the following general result concerning the correlation function C,(j):

(21)
where pj
relations

and gj(l)

are the sets of all nonvanishing

integers I and i, respectively, which satisfy the

Xi-A-j

t’=O (modg),

A_X_1

x1-1 - A-W’)

X-A-’

l=i

(modg).

(23)

Here A and A-’ are the eigenvalues of the stability matrix of (19). They are given by (B.l) with k = K + 2.
The notation 2j(I) means that the set $“I depends on a particular element 1 of Zj, as is clear from (23).
If, for a given j, the sets pj and gj are empty, C,(j) = 0.
To prove this, we carefully apply the CM analysis [3] to the lattice ensemble (20). First, by definition
(12) with F(x) = x’, we find explicitly
(g-1)/2
c*(o)=

-&

n2

1

-f

n=l

g

=

&,

(24)

where we have used the fact that fixed point (0,O) is excluded from (20). Expanding the function 2 in a
Fourier series
x”= i = ,&f,exp(2Tilx),

f,= *,

(25)

we may rewrite (24) as follows

(26)
‘For g even, some of the points in (20) he on the discontinuity
line x = - l/2 of the force term K_Tin (19). In the case of the toral
phase space of PV theory, the discontinuity
is not felt, since its magnitude is K = 0 (mod 1). In a cylindrical phase space, the force is
defined to be zero at x = - l/2, for reasons of symmetry (see ref. [14]). This definition is equivalent to K.f = - :K in the toral phase
space only if - :K = 0 (mod l), namely for K even. In this case the PV theory gives, for g even, the right number of UPOs and their
periods on the cylinder. As a matter of fact, some results in section 4 (see figs. 2 and 3) are obtained starting from lattice ensembles
with g even for the K = 2 cat map. However, in order to exhibit the analogy with PV theory as clearly as possible, we assume in
section 3 that g is odd. Actually, the most important lattice ensembles appear to be those associated with a prime value of g, usually
larger than 2!
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It is now easy to see that expression (26) is identical to (21) for j = 0. In fact, for j = 0, eq. (22) is solvable
for any integer I, so that the set Pj consists of all the integers I # 0. Eq. (23) gives, for j = 0,
i= -1

(modg),

(27)

so that the set gj(l) consists of all the integers i = - I + sg # 0.
Next, we define, for any integer sequence I,, 1,, . . . , Ii (j 2 l), the characteristic
on 4,

function of order j

Using (25) and (28), we can write (12) as follows:
C,(j)

=

C
/#O

,0,...4_~0.

Cf,fi@*,j('?

i#O

(29)

j - 2 zeros

Notice that the characteristic function (28) is periodic in each of the variables I,, t = 0,. . . , j, with period
g. For j = 1 we find explicitly

@*,1(~09
4) = &

(g-W2

82-l

c

[ *= -(g-1)/2

= LAg(c)dg(4)

(g-l)/2

c

PI=

-

-(g-1)/2

expi y1,n

+l,(n - m)])- I

-&

(30)

where A ,&I) is the periodic Kronecker delta function,

A,(l)

=

f
Lg.
S=-CO

Following now the CM methods [3], and using (30) we find, instead of eq. (22) in CM paper,

X . . . XAg(

Wj-3

-kWj-2 +wj_l)Ag(wj_2-lo)Ag(wj-l)-

$!kFi’

(31)

wherej22,
k=K+2,andthesumisoveralltheintegersw,,s=l,...,j-l,intheintervalOIw,<g.
The sum is nonvanishing (= 1) only if the arguments of all the delta functions in (31) are equal to 0
(mod g). From this requirement we derive, using the same method leading to eqs. (24) in CM paper, the
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following equations
Aj_A_J
x

_

1, E -‘j-l

h-l

xi-1

(modd.

(32)

(modg).

(33)

_ x-L-1)

A-X-’

10=lj

For the calculation of (29) we require that ZJ_1= 0 (mod g) in (32). Then, by using the notation 1 for I,
and i for I,, we obtain (22) from (32), (23) from (33), and (21) from (29) with (31). This completes the
proof.
3.2. Link with PV theory
The results (22) and (23) may be considered as the discrete or lattice version of those in CM paper [3].
We establish here a link between these results and the PV theory [22-241. Let us multiply both sides of eq.
(22) by XJ( h - A-‘). Using the fact that (XJ) = (A) = (A-l) is the unit ideal (see appendix B), we see that
eq. (22) implies the congruence
h2J1= I

(mod(g)),

(34)

where (g) is the principal ideal of g. Conversely, eq. (34) implies eq. (22)#. This can be easily seen by
multiplying eq. (34) by A-J(X - A-‘)-’
and using the fact that the left-hand side of eq. (22) is always an
integer. Thus, eqs. (22) and (34) are completely equivalent.
Notice now the similarity between eq. (34) and eq. (B.3) in appendix B. The latter equation determines
the periodic orbits of the fundamental toral automorphism implemented by the map z + z’ = AZ in Z[ w].
Thus, the integer 1 in (34) may be interpreted as an initial condition z on the p axis for an orbit of period
T = 2j in (B.3). The set gJ of all such periodic points determines C,(j) by (21) and (23). On the other
hand, C,(j) is determined also by the periodic orbits of the cat map by (13) and (14). We may then say
that the periodic orbits of the cat map are related to those of the map z’ = AZ (mod(g)) through the
correlation function C,(j)!
This relation, together with eq. (II), can be used to extract relevant
information about the UPOs of G?/on the cylinder, and the corresponding diffusion rates D&t), as we now
show.
3.3. Correlation functions for prime-lattice ensembles
We consider here the case of a lattice ensemble (20) with g equal to a prime number p (we use here the
same notation, p, for prime numbers and actions, but, hopefully, this should not lead to confusion!).
Clearly, lattice ensembles associated with different primes p are distinct, i.e., they have no point in
common. Except for a finite number of primes, which are not considered here, p either “splits” or is
“inert” (see appendix B). It is known that for such a prime the periodic orbits of the map z’ = AZ
(mod(p)) (determined as solutions of eq. (B.3) with g = p) all have the same period T. We then show:
(1) If T is odd,
C,(j)

= l/12,
= 0,

for j = 0,
for 1 <j < T.

The other values of C,(j)

(35)

are determined from the periodicity relation (16) with T%= T.

#For simplicity,
we assume from now on that g has no factor in common with the integer q, defined before eq. (B.2). This
condition
is satisfied in almost all cases of physical interest.
In particular,
only a finite set of prime values of g may not satisfy it.
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(2) If T is euen,
C,(O) = - C,( T/2) = l/12,
C,(j)=0

forj=l,...,

T/2-l,T/2+1,...,

(36)

T-l,

and, again, the periodicity relation (16) is satisfied with Tw= T.
To show this, we use the link established above between the CM and PV results. From the fact that, for
g =p, all the points z in eq. (B.3) have the same period T, it follows that 2 j in eq. (34) must be a multiple
of T,2j=FT,i;=O,+1,&2
,... . If T is odd, ?; must be even, F = 2r. Thus, the only values of j for which
C,(j) in (21) may be nonvanishing are j\= rT, r = 0, + 1, f 2,. . . . The corresponding set Zj always
consists of all the integers I # 0. Since j is a multiple of T, eq. (B.3) gives (for z = 1 and g = p) A’4 = I
(mod(p))_ From this we get
A’-‘1 = A-‘1

(mod(p)),

A-(j-‘)Z=XI

(mod(p)).

(37)

Subtracting the second congruence from the first one in (37) we obtain
xj-1

_ x-U-1)

I= -I

X-h-’

(modp).

Comparison of (38) with (23) yields again (27) (g =p). Thus, for all j = rT, the sets pj and pj in (21)
are identical to those for j = 0 in (26). Therefore, C,( j = rT) = C,(O) = l/12 (see (24)). Since C,(j) = 0
for j Z rT, it follows that C,(j) is periodic in j with minimal period T. Because of (16), we must then
have T*= T, and (35) is proven.
If T in (B.3) is even, it follows from eq. (34) that j = rT/2, r = 0, + 1, & 2,. . . . The set pj consists again
of all the integers I# 0. If r is even, one obtains again (37) and (38) and C,(j) = l/12 as before. If r is
odd, we first write, using (34)
Aj-‘lGA-j-‘l

(mod(p)),

X-(j-1)Z=X-3j+11

(mod(p)).

(39)

Now, for I = 1, eq. (34) gives
(Xi)‘=

1

(mod(p)).

(40)

Since p is a prime, it follows from eq. (40) that either X*j= 1 (mod(p)) or X’j= -1 (mod(p)). The first
congruence would imply, for the class of primes we consider, that j = rT/2 is a multiple of T [22-241.
Since this is impossible for r odd, the second congruence must be valid. Using it in (39) we obtain
(Xj-l_h-(‘-l))I~(X’h-1-(h-j)3X)I
Comparison

of (41) with (23) (g =

i= 1 (modp).

(mod(p))=((A-h-l)1
p)

(mod(p)).

(41)

yields
(42)
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Using (42) in (21), we find that C,(j) is given by the expression on the right-hand side of (26) with g
replaced by - g. The resulting value of C,(j) is the negative of that of (26), so that C,( j = rT/2) = - l/12
for r odd. In summary, we have
C,(j=rT/2)

= (-1)‘/12,

(43)

and C,(j) = 0 for j # rT/2. Then, from (43) and (16) it follows again that T,= T. This gives (36) and
completes the proof.
While the orbits of the fundamental map z’ = hz (mod(p)) all have the same period T, this may not be
the case for the UPOs in the prime-lattice ensemble % of the cat map. From the fact that T@= T (see
above), one may only infer that the UPOs in % have (different) periods T,, whose least common multiple is
T (see (15)). However, if T itself is a prime, it is easy to see that all the UPOs in 4 have, in fact, the same
period T. This is because the only periods T, consistent with T,= T for T prime are T, = T and q = 1.
Now, using the map equations (19), we find that T, = 1 correspond, in general, to period-l accelerator
modes which exist in ?# only if K is a multiple of p. But then one can easily show that p must belong in
the class c) of exceptional primes (see appendix B). Since, by assumption, p is not in this class, we must
have T, = T for all r.
As a matter of fact, this is the generic case for all T (not necessarily prime), as we discuss at the end of
appendix B. The number of exceptions is always finite (see ref. [24]). We may thus assume that 4? is, in
general, a subset of the ensemble %r, containing all the cat-map UPOs of period T and with initial
conditions in one basic unit cell of the map.
3.4. Global d$iiion

on prime-lattice

ensembles

The results above have immediate consequences for the diffusion rates associated with prime-lattice
ensembles. Using (35) and (36) in (ll), we easily find that
(1) If T is odd,
D,(t)

= K2/24,

t < T.

(2) If T is even,
D,(t)

for t s T/2,

= K2/24,
= (K2/24)(T/t

- l),

for T/2 < t 2 T.

(45)

The results (44) and (45) provide information about the nature of the UPOs in ‘?&on the cylinder. Thus,
(44) implies, because of (17), that there must be accelerator modes in the lattice ensemble for Tw= Todd.
Now K2/24 is precisely the value of the global diffusion coefficient (l), which coincides with the
quasilinear value Dql for (19), as shown rigorously by Cary and Meiss [3]. We see that this value is
reproduced exactly by the diffusion rate D&t) in (44), in particular by D,(T), which reflects simply the
relative populations of closed orbits and accelerator modes in the ensemble (see section 1 and subsection
2.2).
For T even, we have D,(T) = 0 from (45). This implies, because of (17), that 4 contains onb closed
orbits on the cylinder. The global diffusion coefficient D = Dql is reproduced exactly by D&t) only for
t I T/2.
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Fig. 1. (a)-(c) Histograms giving
'the distributions of P2, where P =pr -p,,, in prime-lattice ensembles @p with odd period T for
the Arnold cat map, K= 1. (a) p = 521 and T= 13; (b) p = 461 and T= 23; (c) p = 541 and T= 45. (d) Histogram giving the
distribution of ( pT,2 -po)’ in the prime-lattice ensemble with p = 41 at K = 1. The period of this ensemble is even, T = 20, so that
all the UPOs are closed on the cylinder. The first ensemble (a) contains all the UPOs of period T= 13 at K = 1, i.e. 4Yp= Q,,,,. The
other ensembles are very small subsets of 9YT.

Properties (44) and (45) suggest that the basic mechanism of global diffusion, introduced in subsection
2.2, may already be valid for prime-lattice ensembles. Indeed, we have found in many cases that, for T
odd, the distribution of the action variations P =pT -p,, in Q is given approximately by eq. (18). Some
examples are shown in figs. la-lc, in the case of the Arnold cat map (K = 1). Fig. la shows the
distribution of P2 for the p = 521~lattice ensemble with T= 13. This ensemble coincides with 4,,i3,
namely it contains precisely all the 20880 UPOs of period 13 for K= 1 [28]. The distribution exhibits
clearly the presence of closed orbits (P = 0) and accelerator modes with 1PI = 1,2,3,4. The relative
populations are well approximated by (18), except for the largest accelerator mode (I
P (= 4). Presumably,
this is due to the “cutoff’ effect (see subsection 2.2). Figs. lb and lc show the distributions of Pz for the
prime-lattice ensembles with p = 461 (T = 23) and p = 541 (T = 49, respectively. The agreement with eq.
(18) is good, despite the fact that in both cases Q is a very small subset of 9,. An example of
action-variation distribution in the case of T even is shown in fig. Id. Here we plot a histogram of
( pT,2 -P~)~
for the p = 41-lattice with T = 20 at K = 1. This ensemble is again much smaller than 9,.
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Nevertheless, the distribution is well approximated by the right-hand side of eq. (18) with pT,2 -pO
replacing P and T/2 replacing T.
It appears therefore that a prime-lattice ensemble 4Y reproduces quite well the global diffusion in the
time interval 1 I T (Todd) or t I T/2 (T even). This may be attributed to two main factors. First, all the
UPOs in ??Xhave the same period T (see above). As already mentioned in subsection 2.2, and demonstrated in subsection 3.6, if the UPOs of a general ensemble @ have different periods, the pure effect of
chaotic motion on D*(t), for t I T,, is “blurred” by periodicity effects. Second, a prime-lattice ensemble
??Lsamples the chaotic region (which, for the cat maps, is the entire phase space) quite representatively and
globally. Subsets of &‘, such as those based on ideal sublattices of prime lattices (see subsections 3.6) do
not appear to reproduce the value of D as accurately as &.
Given T, prime-lattice ensembles with period T may or may not exist. In fact, T is a very erratic
function of the prime p [22-241 (see appendix B). It is clear, however, that as p increases, T cannot remain
bounded, and therefore increases on the average. Thus, the global diffusion can be reproduced by
prime-lattice ensembles on arbitrarily large time intervals.
3.5. Generalizations
Actually, the results (35) (36) (44) and (45) apply to more general lattice ensembles as well. To see this,
let us assume that there are nr prime-lattice ensembles with period T, associated with the primes p,,
where 0 I ~1,< ,iIL,,and iLi is the smallest integer
i= l,..., nr. Consider the general product g = Ily:,pp,
for which XTf 1 (mod( pf~)). We denote by @g the UP0 ensemble based on the toral lattice (20) (fixed
point (0,O) excluded) with g given by the product above. Using the PV results [22] (see appendix B) it is
easy to see that all the UPOs in @g have again the same period T. Then, using the same methods as in
subsection 3.3 (see also the case of composite g in subsection 3.6) it can be easily shown that (35) (36)
(44) and (45) apply to all the 17,“rlpi - 1 ensembles eg.
These ensembles are subsets of eT, and, generally, they are proper subsets (%g # ‘?JT for all g). It is not
difficult, however, to find cases in which ?Yg= %r for some g. Thus, we recall that there are cases [22] in
which, for any odd value of T, there exists a g such that the lattice (20) consists precisely of aN the points
of periods dividing T (see appendix B). Such a case is the Arnold cat map (K = 1). Now, if T itself is a
prime, it follows that all the points in the corresponding g X g lattice have the same period T (see end of
subsection 3.4). Then +Yg= 4,. Table 1 lists the values of g corresponding to some prime values of T,
together with the prime factorization of g. These results have been derived by using the PV methods [22] in
the case K = 1. We observe that, except for T = 23 and T = 29, g in table 1 is prime, so that there is only
Table 1. Values of g and their prime factors for lattice ensembles
@s = 1,, T prime, at K = 1.
T

g

Prime factors of g

2
5
7
11
13
17
19
23
29

5
11
29
199
521
3571
9349
64079
1149851

5
11
29
199
521
3571
9349
139,461
59,19489
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one ensemble 9, ( = Q,, a prime-lattice one) with prime period T. For T = 23, g = 64079, with the prime
factors pi = 139 and p2 = 461. Thus, there are three different ensembles with T = 23, %p,, 4Yp, and eplpz
(= @r). The prime-lattice ensembles *PI and ep, are relatively small subsets of 9,. Similar conclusions
are valid in the case T = 29.
Among all the different ensembles eg, the largest one presumably reproduces the global diffusion with
the smallest statistical uncertainty. We assume here, as usual [5], that the relative statistical uncertainty is
proportional to l/a,
where N is the number of points in an ensemble. In practice, good results may
already be obtained using smaller ensembles 4Y, (as in figs. lb and lc), thus reducing significantly the
computational effort. In any case, as T increases, even the smallest ensemble qg usually increases. This
ensemble, obviously a prime-lattice one, may then be used to reproduce the global diffusion on time
intervals of increasing length and also with decreasing statistical uncertainty.
3.6. Cases of composite g, superpositions and ideal sublattices
We demonstrate here by some examples that prime-lattice ensembles are optimal in reproducing the
global diffusion in the cat maps, relative to several other kinds of ensembles.
The first case we consider is that of a composite g in (20)-(23). We illustrate this case by the example of
g = p1p2, a product of two primes. More general g’s may be treated similarly. Let the periods (mod( pl))
and (mod( p2)) in (B.3) be, respectively, Tl and T2, which we assume, for simplicity, to be both odd. We
also assume, for definiteness , that Tl c T, (for the case Tl F T2, see subsection 3.5 and below). Using (34)
and the PV results [22] (see appendix B), we find that the only values of j for which (21) is nonvanishing
are as follows:
(1) j=r?;,r=O,&l,f2
)..., where T is the least common multiple of Tl and T2, and pj consists of
all the integers 1# 0. Since T is odd, (37) and (38) are again valid with p + g and T + T, as well as (27). It
follows then that C,(j) = l/12, as in the case of g = p.
(2) j = r,T,, where r, is any integer different from a multiple of T/T,. The corresponding set pj
consists of all the nonvanishing multiples of p2, and we have again (27). Then C,(j) is given by the
right-hand side of (26) with lp, replacing I, and we find
C,(j=r,T,)=(p:-1)/12(g2-1).

(46)

(3) j = r2T2, where r2 is any integer different from a multiple of T/T, (we assume here that T > T2). The
corresponding set 2j consists of all the nonvanishing multiples of pl. We find, in analogy to (46)
C4(( j = r2T2) =

( p; -

1)/12( g* - 1).

It follows then from (16) that T,=
D*(t)

= g

1+

iI

$+4(2

(47)

F Using (46) and (47) in (ll), we get, for t I T,,
-

y+

” )],

(48)

[

where ti = [(t - l)/TJ, i = 1,2, and [x] denotes the integer part of x. We see that the value of the global
diffusion coefficient D = K2/24 is reproduced correctly by (48) only for t I Tl. For Tl < t I T*, there are
deviations from this value caused by the periodicity effects (see subsection 2.2) of the p1 xpl and the
pz x p2 lattice ensembles (which are subsets of a). Specifically, the accelerator modes present in these
ensembles (Tl and T2 are both odd!) always enhance the value of D&t), for t > T,, above that of D,
according to (17). We thus see that the use of the ensemble Q does not allow for the observation of global
diffusion on a time scale larger than the smallest period associated with its prime-factor lattice ensembles.
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The periodicity effects are obviously absent if Tl = T2 = T*. This case has been considered in subsection
3.5. As already mentioned there, the use of the larger ensemble % should produce a smaller statistical
uncertainty, but involves, of course, more computations.
Another interesting kind of UP0 ensemble for (19) is associated with the superposition of several prime
lattices. As an illustration, consider, for K= 1, the superposition of the prime-lattice ensembles with
g = pI = 13 (ensemble @r) and g =p2 = 29 (ensemble C?Zz).The corresponding periods in (B.3) are found
to be Tl = 14 (even) and T, = 7 (odd). Using (44), (45) and (13) in (6) we obtain, for the superposition
ensemble a’, with T,= Tl = 14,
D,(t)

= K2/24,

for f< T2,

=(~2/72)(7-28/t),

forT,<tlT,,

(4%

where we have used the fact that the number of points in %*, N2 = 292 - 1, is precisely five times larger
than that in Q,, Nr = 132 - 1. For T2 < t I T*, the behavior of D&t) in (49) may be viewed as the result of
two opposite trends: the decrease of &(t) (see (45)) and the increase of D**(t), due to the presence of
accelerator modes in %2. In order to reproduce the correct value of D in this interval, it is necessary that
these two trends cancel each other. However, since N2 = SN,, the first trend attenuates the second one by
only 20%. As a result, the value of D is not well reproduced by D&t) for t beyond the basic time interval
common to Q, and 4,.
Given a prime-lattice ensemble ‘?cY~,
one may ask whether there exist proper subsets of %p which
reproduce D as accurately as ap. It is plausible to assume that such subsets should be based on sublattices
of the p x p lattice on the torus. It is known [22-241 that these toral sublattices exist only if ( p) splits into
two ideal factors, (p) =s?.% (see case (a) in appendix B). Each of the ideals SX?and .%Z?
is associated with
one toral sublattice, and there are s = ( p - 1)/T periodic orbits (ideal orbits) on each sublattice. We have
considered ensembles consisting of the 2s ideal UPOs for the Arnold cat map (K = l), T odd and low
values of s ( = 2 or 4). Our numerical experiments indicate that D&t) is usually different from D = Dq, for
almost all t I T,, in sharp contrast with (44)! It appears, therefore, that it is usually necessary to take into
account all the UPOs (both free and ideal ones) in a prime-lattice ensemble in order to reproduce correctly
the value of D.

4. UP0

diffusion rates for the sawtooth maps

In this section we consider the diffusion rates
associated with UP0 ensembles of the sawtooth
maps [l, 14, 26-281. These maps may be considered as generalizations of the cat maps on the
cylinder, given by (19) with the parameter K assuming arbitrary values. We are mainly interested
here in the dependence of the diffusion rates on
K, and we assume for simplicity the hyperbolic
case K > O#.
“The hyperbolic-with-reflection
similarly.

case K < - 4 may be treated

In order to characterize a UP0 ensemble of the
sawtooth map, we use the symbolic dynamics introduced by Percival and Vivaldi [27]. Any orbit
( pt, xt) of the sawtooth map is uniquely specified
by an infinite sequence of integers b,, t =
-ca,...,co,
given by

(50)

where

x modulo the basic interval
as in (19). The 2,‘s can be uniquely
expressed as a linear combination of the bt’s (the
[-l/2,1/2),

x” is
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“linear” code) by inverting eq. (50):

where X and 3 are detined by (B.l). A sequence
of integers b, corresponds to an allowed orbit
( pI, x,) if and only if
-l/2

S x”,< I/2,

(52)

for all t in (51). Eqs. (51) and (52) give, in general,
an infinite number of conditions on the b,‘s. One
can show that b, is bounded by

(53)
where [x] is the integer part of x. Eq. (53) gives
the “alphabet” of the symbolic dynamics, which is
K dependent. Not all the sequences {b,}, with b,
in the alphabet, are allowed. They are restricted,
or “pruned”, by eq. (52) with (51).
The orbit structure is reflected in its linear code.
Thus, for a periodic orbit of period T one has
bt+T = b,. If this orbit is ordered with winding
number vx = X/T (see (5)), and does not cross the
lines p = + l/2, a string of T symbols b, in the
corresponding code consists of X pairs (1, - 1)
uniformly distributed (on the average) among T 2X zeros [28]. Ordered orbits of higher class [31]
are also characterized by a well defined linear code
[14]. For an accelerator mode with vp = P/T (see
(5)) one has [28]
f

b,=P.

(54)

s-1

Finally, a disordered UP0 is characterized by an
almost random sequence of T symbols within the
range of variation (53). It is therefore natural to
characterize an ensemble of UPOs for the sawtooth map by a set of allowed symbol sequences
satisfying certain requirements.
A simple method for performing this characterization, and for calculating the diffusion rates asso-
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ciated with the ensemble, is as follows. First, the
ensemble is specified and characterized in the
phase space of the cat map with a value of K
(integer) which is the closest to, and higher than,
the value of K for the sawtooth map under consideration. For example, if one wants to study the
sawtooth maps with values of K in the interval
(1,1.5), one starts from the cat map with K= 2.
The periodic orbits in the cat-map ensemble are
determined using the PV arithmetical methods
[22]. The corresponding symbol sequences are
found using (50). Notice that eq. (50) involves in
this case only integers, since the 2,‘s are given by
rational numbers (see (20)). The allowed symbol
sequences for the sawtooth map are then determined from (51) and (52). The diffusion rates are
calculated using (6) and the relation
t-1

pr-p,,=

c

s=o

b,+x”,_,-Z,+f,-Z,_,.

(55)

Eq. (55) is easily derived from the map equations
and (50) and is a generalization of (54).
The basic idea in this method is that by decreasing K one usually reduces the “chaos” [28], and
UPOs are removed from the ensemble by “inverse
bifurcations”. A UP0 is removed as soon as it
violates one or more of the conditions (52). There
seems to be now much evidence [28] that if a
periodic orbit disappears at a given value of K, it
is very rare that it will “resurrect” at a lower
value. We may thus attribute the variation of the
diffusion rates D&t), as K is decreased, to two
main factors:
(1) The population of the ensemble 9 decreases.
(2) The value of pt -pO for each UP0 in the
ensemble varies with K, due to the variation of
x0, zt-1, Zt and xIT_i in (55). Notice that these
four quantities cancel out for t = T, and one then
gets pt -pO = P (see (54)), which does not depend
on K. In this important case (see section 1 and
subsection 2.2) the variation of the diffusion rate
with K is entirely due to that of the relative
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Fig. 2. Plots of DeT(T)/Dql
versus K for the sawtooth maps
with K E (1,2). Here Dq, = K*/24 is the quasilinear value, and
DeT(T) is the diffusion rate associated
with ensembles
“ec,
containing
all the UPOs of period T= 7 (crosses),
T= 9
(diamonds),
and T= 11 (solid line). These results, as well as
those in figs. 4 and 6, were obtained
using the method
described in the text. which is free of round-off errors.

Fig. 3. Solid line: Dwr/(T)/Dql
for T= 11 (see fig. 2). Points
with error bars: D( K)/D,,,
where D(K) is calculated
from
(2), using an ensemble 8 of 200 x 200 initial conditions in the
basic torus and t = 100 iterations
of the sawtooth
map in
double precision (we refer to these results as to “data N”).

populations of closed orbits and accelerator modes
in the ensemble.
We would like to remark that, unlike the usual
method for calculating diffusion rates, i.e., by iterating the map, the present method involves almost
no round-off errors. This is because the basic
formulas (50), (51) and (55) involve mostly integers and noniterative calculations. The round-off
errors emerging after many iterations of the map
are replaced here by ordinary underllow errors in
the computation of X-l’-“1 in (51) for very long
periodic orbits.
As a first illustration of the method, we consider
the problem of approximating the global diffusion
coefficient D by diffusion rates D&t)_ In general,
this approximation is based on the use of ensembles %Yrof increasing period T (see section 1 and
2). As an example, we calculate D+(T),
T=
7,9,11, for K in the interval (1,2). The variation
of D+(T) with K is entirely due to that of the
relative populations of closed orbits and accelerator modes in Q, (see above). We start from the
K = 2 cat map. In this case initial conditions for
the three ensembles Q, are found on g x g toral

lattices with g = 142 (T = 7) g = 530 (T = 9) and
g = 1978 (T = 11) see ref. [28]. We then calculate
D,JT)
for KE (1,2) using the method above. In
fig. 2 we plot the results for DaT(T)/Dq, versus
K, where D9, = K2/24 is the quasilinear value.
For T = 11 (solid line), the results appear to be
reasonably converged to a well defined curve. This
may be considered as evidence for the existence of
a global diffusion coefficient D(K). Using the
quasilinear value to estimate the average diffusion
time to= l/20
for KE (1,2), we find that t, =
10. This explains why good convergence is achieved
already for T = 11.
It is interesting to compare the results in fig. 2
with those obtained in the standard way, i.e., by
iterating the map. We have calculated D(K) using
(2) with a large ensemble d of initial conditions
chosen arbitrarily, and t = 100 iterations of the
map in double precision. We shall refer to these
results for D(K) as to “data JV”. In fig. 3 we
plot the results for I&(T)/D,,,
T = 11 (solid
line), together with D(K)/D,, from data JV. The
error bars associated with D(K)/D,,
correspond
to the statistical uncertainties in D(K) [5]. While
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Fig. 4. Plots of D,,(T)
for T= 7 (dots), T= 11 (crosses),
7’= 13 (diamonds), and T= 17 (solid line) in the interval
0.2 <KC 1.

Fig. 5. Solid line: D,+(T) for T= 17 (see fig. 4). Points with
error bars: continuation of data JV (see fig. 3) in the interval
O<K<l.

the results for L&(T)
are numerically reliable,
data JV is not, because of the huge round-off
errors which accumulate after 100 iterations in
double precision. Nevertheless, the two plots in
fig. 3 agree very well within the error bars. This
and fig. 5 (see below) may indicate that the sawtooth map is a uniformly hyperbolic system possessing the shadowing property [15, 161 (see section 1) at relatively high levels of numerical noise
(such as those corresponding to double precision).
As the critical point K = 0 of the sawtooth map
[13, 14, 281 is approached, the diffusion time increases, and ensembles Q, of longer period T
should be used in order to obtain converged results. This is clearly shown in fig. 4, where D,,(T)
is plotted as a function of K I 1 for T =
7,11,13,17. We start from the K= 1 cat map, for
which the 4Yr’s are the prime-lattice ensembles
with g = p = 29,199,521,3571, respectively (see
table 1). For K below a critical value K,(T), 4YT
contains only closed UPOs on the cylinder (e.g.,
the ordered UPOs), and D,(T)
= 0. For K larger
than K,(T) but sufficiently close to it, the results
cannot be converged since there are not enough
UPOs in 4, to “support” the global diffusion in
the sense of eq. (18). For 0.7 I KS 1, however,
the results for T = 17 appear to be well converged.

In fact, we estimate that T = 17 is of the same
order of magnitude as the diffusion time near
K = 0.7. Further evidence for this convergence is
given in fig. 5, which shows that the results for
T = 17 agree very well, for K> 0.7, with the continuation of data JV in the interval (0,l).
In the limit K + 0, the topological entropy h =
In X = a
(see (B.l) with k = K + 2), while D
seems to scale as K2.5 [13]. The number of UPOs
of period T = r, a K-2.5 increases then as
exp(aKe2), where (Yis some constant. Thus, the
approximation of the global diffusion coefficient
D on the basis of the ensembles Q, is computationally impossible in the limit K --, 0. One may
hope, however, to make some progress using ensembles Q that are small subsets of Q, but
sample the phase space globally enough, in analogy to the prime-lattice ensembles for the cat
maps (see previous section). This problem will be
considered in future works.
We conclude this section by illustrating the case
of UP0 ensembles which are localized in phase
space. We have considered four such ensembles,
selected from @r._23, and defined in the phase
space of the K = 1 cat map. For this map the
ensemble Q,, 23 corresponds to a g x g toral
lattice with g = 64079 (see table 1). In what fol-
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lows, the four localized ensembles are defined as
sets of points in this lattice, where each point is an
initial condition for some UPO:
(1) Ensemble V, consisting of all the points in
(20) satisfying -250 5 m, n I 250. These points
form a small square surrounding the hyperbolic
fixed point (0,O).
(2) Ensemble 0, defined as follows. Consider
the principal gaps [27] of the ordered UPOs of
period T = 23. The edges of these gaps all have
the same x coordinates [27]. If n,,/g is the x
coordinate of the right edge, ensemble 0 consists
of the g points on the vertical line n = n, in (20).

Using known formulas [22, 271, we easily find
n, = - 17711.
(3) Ensemble 7, defined as ensemble 0, but
with n, = - 24875. This ensemble lies on a vertical line crossing the right-half turnstiles [lo, 141 of
the K= 1 cat map.
(4) Ensemble 3, consisting simply of all the
points on the x axis, m = 0 in (20).
Each of these ensembles can be associated with a
definite set of allowed symbol sequences using
(50). This set is “localized” in the space of all
possible symbol sequences, in analogy to the localization of the ensemble in phase space. As already

0.02

t

Fig. 6. The solid lines correspond to the local diffusion rates D&t = T = 23) associated with the four localized subsets of %T_23,
defined in the text: (a) ensemble Q; (b) ensemble 0; (c) ensemble 5, (d) ensemble I. The points with the error bars are the
continuation of data A” in the interval 0 < K < 1.
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mentioned, the orbit structure is reflected in its
linear code. We thus assume in what follows that
the UP0 ensemble corresponding to a given set of
symbol sequences remains localized, for K E (0,l)
and by (51), in essentially the same physical zone
of phase space as for K = 1. This assumption
appears to be consistent with the results.
We have calculated the local diffusion rate
D&t = T = 23) as a function of K E (0, l), for
each of the four ensembles above. The results are
plotted in figs. 6 (solid lines), together with data
JV for the global difTusion (see above). Notice that
D,(T) = 0 for K small enough. This means that
either all UPOs in 4Yare closed on the cylinder or
that 9 is empty, i.e., there are no UPOs with the
linear-code characterization
at K = 1. Fig. 6a
shows that DV( T) is consistently smaller (by about
40%) than the global diffusion rate. This may be
due to the fact that ensemble V consists mostly of
UPOs approximating cantori and homoclinic orbits in the vicinity of the fixed point (0,O). These
UPOs remain close to the separatrix of the main
resonance, and their contribution to the global
diffusion is thus relatively small. Fig. 6b shows
that D,(T) is significantly smaller (by about one
order of magnitude) than the global rate. The
ensemble 0 contains all the 22 ordered UPOs of
period T = 23 (which are closed on the cylinder).
However, the results in fig. 6b clearly indicate that
most of the UPOs (ordered and disordered) in 0
are also closed. Fig. 6c shows that D,(T)
is
relatively close to the global rate. This may indicate that the mixture of closed orbits and accelerator modes in Y is quite representative of that in a
more global ensemble (such as 4Yr). This is consistent with the definition of 5 and with the Markov
models of transport based on the turnstile picture
[lo-141. According to these models, the orbits
contributing to the global diffusion must pass
through the turnstiles of cantori or resonances.
Finally, fig. 6d shows that the local diffusion rate
for ensemble 3 is significantly larger (by about
90%) than the global rate. This indicates that 5
contains a relatively large fraction of accelerator
modes. By definition of 5, these accelerator modes
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should have at least one point inside the main
resonance, and escape to the outside through the
resonance turnstiles [12-14, 191. The local diffusion rate in fig. 6d many serve as a measure of the
escape rate.

5. Summary and conclusions
In this paper the problem of transport in
Hamiltonian systems is approached on the basis
of the unstable periodic orbits (UPOs) embedded
in the chaotic region. This approach has several
advantages:
(1) Unlike the aperiodic (infhritely long) chaotic
orbits, which cannot be followed numerically because of the exponential instability, several methods [19-211 are available for calculating accurately
the UPOs. The approach is then numerically reliable for investigating the nature of deterministic
chaotic transport.
(2) Unlike ensembles of points chosen arbitrarily in the chaotic region (e.g., by Monte Carlo
methods), UP0 ensembles are dynamically well
defined, and are invariant under the Hamiltonian
map. In this sense they mimic, as finite sets of
points, ensembles of aperiodic chaotic orbits.
Transport properties associated with UP0 ensembles are then represented by well defined invariant
quantities.
(3) Ensembles of UPOs of periods not too large
may be associated with localized chaotic zones of
different physical natures. One can then account,
in a natural way, for the local transport in the
chaotic region, which is usually quite inhomogeneous for generic Hamiltonian systems.
(4) Global transport can be approached systematically on the basis of the ensembles Q,, containing all the UPOs of period T. The ensemble 9,
can be considered as a level T approximation of
the chaotic region (see section 1 and section 2).
The corresponding diffusion rate DeT( t), for t s T,
is then a level T approximation of the global
diffusion coefficient D, if this exists. As T is
increased, the global diffusion may be reproduced
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by &r on increasing time intervals (t I T) and
also with decreasing statistical uncertainty.
This work was mainly devoted to the problem
of global diffusion (see (4) above) in two-dimensional periodic maps. UP0 ensembles of these
maps contain, in general, both closed orbits and
accelerator modes. As it is well known, these two
kinds of orbits behave in completely different ways
in the limit t + cc. For closed orbits, the action
variation pt - pO remains bounded, while for accelerator modes it increases essentially as a linear
function of t. These behaviors are both far from
diffusion ( Ipt - pOl a fi),and traces of them already appear in the purely chaotic motion for
t I T. However, the combined effect of closed
orbits and accelerator modes in some subset @ of
%V!,may lead to a diffusive behavior of 4 in the
interval t I T. Thus, D&t) = D for t I T. An
extreme case is t = T, corresponding to the onset
of the periodicity effects. In this case, diffusion
can be attributed entirely to the relative populations of closed orbits and accelerator modes in a’.
We conjecture that, for a’= Q, and as T + 00,
these populations should approach a Gaussian
distribution characterized by D.
This mechanism of diffusion, and the associated
value of D,(T), are not only invariant under the
map (see (2) above), but also under canonical
transformations preserving the basic map periodicity. This is analogous to the situation in the case
of Markov models of transport based on the turnstile picture [lo, 131. In this case, the diffusion
coefficient D can be expressed in terms of areas of
resonances and turnstile overlaps, giving the local
rates of transition from one resonance to another
[13]. Thus, both D and the local rates are manifestly invariant under canonical transformations.
A disadvantage of these models is, of course, the
Markov assumption, which is usually hard to justify [14]. This disadvantage is not found in an
approach based entirely on true dynamical entities, such as the UPOs.
Evidence for the validity of the mechanism of
diffusion has been provided for the cat and sawtooth maps. In the case of the cat maps, the

mechanism appears to be valid already for primelattice ensembles, which are generically small
subsets of @r for some T. We show that a primelattice ensemble is optimal in reproducing the
global diffusion, in the sense that D&t) = D in
the entire interval t I T (T odd) or t 5 T/2 (T
even). The fact that the optimal ensembles lie on
lattices is not surprising, since the cat maps correspond to (uniformly) hyperbolic toral automorphisms. However, the fact that a lattice has to be
prime in order to sample the phase space globally
enough (as far as transport is concerned) shows
that even for the simple cat maps the choice of an
optimal ensemble is quite a delicate problem, involving basic concepts of number theory [32].
In the case of the sawtooth maps, we provide
reliable numerical evidence that DeT( T) converges to a well defined value D as T is increased.
The results appear to be well converged for T
close to the expected diffusion time 1, = l/20.
As the critical point is approached, both T = t,
and the size of @r increase without limit. This
should be considered as the basic computational
difficulty in evaluating accurately D near criticality.
A natural question is, of course, to what extent
the results above continue to be valid for more
complicated maps, featuring the generic intricate
mixture of regular and chaotic motions on all
scales of phase space. An important problem is
how to form optimal ensembles (analogous to the
prime-lattice ensembles for the cat maps) from
relatively small subsets of %r. A satisfactory solution of this problem is needed in order to study
diffusion properly near the critical regime, and to
minimize the computational difficulty mentioned
above. It is plausible to assume that the optimal
ensembles should be distributed in the chaotic
region more or less according to the local instability. We hope to investigate this, as well as the
problem of local transport, in future works.
The UP0 approach should allow for a natural
generalization of the classical ideas of Hamiltonian transport to “quantum chaos”. It is well
known that classical periodic orbits profoundly
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affect, in the semiclassical limit, both the energy
spectrum [33] and the eigenfunctions [34] of a
quantum system, whose classical counterpart may
be integrable or not. Quantum transport properties are expectation values of some operators (e.g.
angular momentum squared), and involve both the
energy spectrum and the eigenfunctions. It is
therefore plausible to assume that the UP0 approach should provide for a natural connection
between classical and quantum transport properties, and for some elucidation of the problem of
quantum chaos.
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of the “dual” map, obtained from (3) by simply
exchanging the functions KF and G. This is what
is meant when we say that the class of maps (3)
exhibits duality in the variables p and x. If KF = G
we call the map “self dual”. For such a map, the
projections of the orbit manifold on the p and the
x axes are identical. A simple example of a selfdual map is the Arnold cat map with K = 1, and
F(x) =x, G(p) =p for -l/2
up, x -c l/2 (see
section 3). In general, self-dual maps exhibit global
chaos, since rotational tori do not exist for them.
This can be easily seen from the fact that, by
self-duality, “horizontal” rotational tori should
coexist with “vertical” ones, leading to different
orbits crossing at one point. Other properties of a
self-dual map are as follows. If two UP0 ensembles % and Q’ are related by the transformation
(A.l), one has &Jt)
= D,,,.(t), and De, .Jt) =
o*,,,(t). If 9= %‘, all the quantities (6), (7), (8)
and (9) have the same value, and the sets of
winding numbers vp,I and pX,r (see (5)) are identiCal.

Appendix A. Duality
While p and x always have the physical meaning of action and angle variables (for the integrable case K = 0), the class of maps (3) exhibits a
“duality” symmetry in these variables. Define new
phase-space variables & and X,, related to the
previous ones p, and x, by a 90” rotation accompanied by time reversal:
pt= -x -,,

X,=p-,.

(A.11

In terms of the variables (A.l) the map (3) reads
as follows:

where we have used the antisymmetry of the function F(x). By comparing (A.2) with (3), we easily
infer that the projection on the p (x) axis of the
orbit manifold of map (3) is the same as the
projection on the x ( p) axis of the orbit manifold

Since the functions F(x) and G(p) in (3) are
not monotonous (they are periodic!), the twist
condition in both the p and the x directions is not
satisfied. As a result, different ordered UPOs may
be associated with the same rational winding number. On the other hand, UPOs with some given
value of the winding number may not exist. This is
quite evident from fig. la, which shows that for
the Arnold cat map (which is self-dual), winding
numbers with absolute values 5/13 and 6/13 are
absent.
The concept of self duality may be generalized
in several directions, e.g., by allowing for scaling
of the variables and/or restriction of the map to
some special set of orbits. For example, let F = G,
with F(x) = xb for -l/2 IX < l/2 and some
integer b > 0. Consider the set of all orbits ( p,, x,)
with x, varying only within the above interval,
and define, for K i 1, Jr = - K1/bx_t, X, =p,. Under this transformation, followed by the replacement of K ‘1’ by K, one has a generalized selfduality for the restriction of (3) to the above set of
orbits.
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Appendix B. Brief summtuy of PV results

Consider the group SL,(Z) of 2 X 2 matrices
with integer entries and unit determinant. A matrix M E SL,(Z) may be used to define a map
( p, x) + (p’, x’) of the 2-torus 0 sp, x < 1 onto
itself (a toral automorphism) in the following way.
If 2)= (p, x), p’ and x’ are the entries, taken
modulo 1, of the vector u’ = uM. It is easily verified that an orbit of this map is periodic if and
only if it has rational coordinates p = ml/n,, x =
m2/n2, with mi, ni, i = 1,2, integers. Now, if g is
some integer, the lattice of points p = m/g, x =
n/g, 0 I m, n < g is clearly invariant under the
map. This lattice can then be viewed as an ensemble of periodic orbits. It is convenient to scale the
torus and the lattice by the factor g, so that the
coordinates assume integer values, p = m, x = n.
The nature of lattice ensembles on the torus is
investigated using the ideal theory in quadratic
fields [32]. The eigenvalues A and X- ’ of any
matrix M E SL,(Z) are determined
by the
quadratic equation X2- kX + 1 = 0, where k is
the (integer) trace of M. If M corresponds to a cat
map (19), k = K+ 2. In general, one assumes that
(kl > 2, so that the map is uniformly hyperbolic.
The solutions of the equation above are given by
h”=(kffi)/2,

B=k2-4.

(B-1)

Let b be the square-free part of B in (B.l),
namely the smallest factor of z satisfying p =
q2fi, with q an integer. Define
w=

D
J”,

= (I + fi)/2,

if fi,Z 1

(mod4),

if b = 1

(mod4).

(B-2)

Any quadratic integer z (solution of the equation
z2+uz+b=0
with CI and b integers) can be
written in the form (B.l), and characterized by a
definite value of w in (B.2). The set of all z’s
associated with a given value of o is a ring Z[o],
and its elements are representable in the form
z = m + no, with m and n integers. An ideal J%’ is
a subset of Z[w] satisfying the following proper-

ties: (i) if u, u E.&, then u k u E& (lattice property); (ii) if u E _!z?and z E Z[w], then uz E &‘. If
there exists a u E-G@’such that any u E&’ can be
written as u = uz, for some z E Z[o], the ideal &
is called principal, and is denoted by (u). In
general, not all ideals are principal. The multiplication of two ideals .JX?and %? is the set of all
quadratic integers uu, u E&, u E g. This set is
also an ideal, denoted by %7=.&g. One has (A)&
=-01,(X) = (h-l) = (1) = Z[w], and(X) is then the
unit ideal. Two quadratic integers u and u are
congruent modulo an ideal .&’ if u - u (and, thus,
the principal ideal (u - u)) is contained in &.
This congruence is denoted by u = u (mod &‘).
Consider now the map z + z’ in Z[ w], defined
by z’ = Xz. Using the representations z = m +
nw, I’ = m’ + n’o, this corresponds to the map
(m, n) -+ (m’, n’). It turns out that there exists a
particular matrix M(h) E S,!,,(Z), with eigenvalues
X and X-l, implementing this map: (m’, n’) =
(m, n)M(X). The periodic orbits of the corresponding toral automorphism, which lie on a given
g X g lattice (see above), are then determined from
Arz=z

(mod(g)),

(B.3)

where T is the period and (g) is the principal
ideal of g.
We state the main results of PV [22] concerning
the solutions of (B.3). The trivial fixed-point solution z = 0 is, of course, excluded from any consideration. Consider first the case of g = p, a prime
number larger than 2. The results depend crucially
on the ideal factorization of the ideal (p). There
are only three cases:
(a) (p) “splits” into two ideal factors, (p) =
&‘.%?. All the solutions of (B.3) have the same
period T, which divides p - 1, T = (p - 1)/s, s
integer. There are s orbits on each of the two
sublattices corresponding to the ideals .& and ?8
(“ideal” orbits), and s(p - 1) “free” orbits (not
associated with a particular sublattice). Notice
that the total number of points on the toral lattice,
excluding the fixed point z = 0, comes out correctly: [2s + s( p - l)]( p - 1)/s = p2 - 1.
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(b) (p) is “inert”, namely it does not factorize
into ideals. In this case all the orbits are free, and
have again the same period T, which divides
p + 1, T = (p + 1)/s. The number of orbits is
s(p-l),
and, again, s(p-1)(p_+l)/s=p2-1.
(c) p divides the quantity D, defined above.
This case, which obviously concerns only a finite
number of primes, is not considered in this paper.
If g is a power of a prime, g =pp, let T be the
period for the case g = p (see above). Then all the
free orbits have the same period q = Tpp-Po+‘,
where p,, is the smallest integer for which Ar f 1
(mod( p’o)). Orbits on any ideal factor of (p”),
which is not a factor of ( p), have the same period
TP’= T,/a, where a is either 1 or p.
In the general case of a composite g, g =
pr’ . . . pp, one first determines, for a given z in
(B-3), and for each r = 1,. . . , s, the period T, of
the orbit of z (mod( p’r)). The period of the orbit
of z (mod(g)) is then simply the least common
multiple of the T,‘s. The free orbits turn out again
to have the same period.
It can be shown that all the orbits of given
period T can be found among the solutions of
(B.3) for some g = S. The smallest value of g is
called the “maximal modulus” M(T). All the
orbits of period dividing T lie on an ideal factor
O(T) of (M(T)).
If T is odd, there are cases in
which O(T) = (1) (corresponding to the entire
toral lattice).
These results hold for the particular total automorphism corresponding to the map z --) z’ = AZ
in Z[w]. This map is implemented by a particular
matrix M(X) E &5,(Z). It is then natural to ask to
what extent the results above apply to toral automorphisms implemented by all other matrices in
%5,(Z) having the same eigenvalues h and A-‘.
These matrices can be grouped into conjugate
classes. For example, the conjugate class of M(X)
consists of the matrices XM(X)X-‘, for all X E
SL,(Z). Clearly, all the matrices in one class implement toral automorphisms having essentially
the same dynamics (in particular, the same periodic orbits), since conjugacy corresponds to
canonical transformations. Thus, the results above
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hold for all the maps implemented by the class of
M(X). The problem is what one can say about
other conjugate classes, e.g., the class of a toral cat
map (19), which is generally different from that of
M(A). This problem can be approached using
again ideal theory, but in more general rings R,
which are contained properly in Z[ w] [22,24]. The
main conclusion is that the results above continue
to be valid for a general conjugate class, with the
exception of, at most, a finite number of g values.
Thus, the overall orbit statistic of a general toral
automorphism with eigenvalues X and A-’ should
always be determined by the solutions of problem
(B.3).
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